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Abstract

We aim with that survey at proposing an overview of the principal issues connected to the web
syndication. With the continuously growing amount of information avalaible on the Web, it has
quickly turned out that the traditionalpull approach, where a user has to check periodically his sites
of interest to retrieve updated information, could not be a long-lasting solution. Web syndication
recently emerges as the solution. Nowadays a user can selectthe set of web sites from which he
wants to be notify whenever information is updated/added thanks to RSS or Atom feeds. However,
as often for new technologies, Web syndication has come along new challenging research issues, like
the way to produce feeds, how to store, cluster or replicate information, how to query, filter index it,
and to rank the results,...

1 Introduction about Web syndication

Web syndication is a way to be aware about informationvia a subscription. A pull approached is
used to bring new information to the user. An application that treats web syndication asks the ’flow’ of
information and shows new data to the user depending on updates on the ’flow’. There is several types of
web syndication : application updates (ie. Microsoft Updates), web browsers information publisher (ie.
netscape), feeds (ie. RSSandAtom)... Here, we will speak more precisely onfeeds’ web syndication,
especiallyRSS andAtom.

RSS and Atom are two Web Syndication XML formats. Each of themare used in many applications
over the Web in order to inform users of new information. Eachnew piece of information is called an
item, and the composition of all items that have been into the XML file is called aFeed. It contains
metadata on the feed and its items. A feed is represented by anXML file which format will be detailed
further. Several types of RSS or Atom feeds can be found on different news : daily news, blogs updates,
web site modifications, mails, triggers...

A feedcan be seen has aflow since its content changes threw time. Each feed’s content can be
modified by adding or deleting items into the XML file. RSS/Atom readers see feeds as a view on the
changing XML file, showing new items threw time. For example,an RSS/Atom aggregator crawls the
feed regularly, each time a new item is registered into the feed, the user is notified that theflow contains
a new item.

1.1 RSS : Really Simple Syndication

Really Simple Syndicationbegan on 1999 with the 0.90 version (called RDF Site Summary)by Netscape.
At this time, RSS is based on RDF [65] that can give rich description of information. From 0.90 to
2.0 versions, RSS changed many times. It has set new elements, modifying attributes, deleting RDF
descriptions, changing compatibility. To the end, RSS 2.0 rose in 2002 at Harvard University and had
been chosen by the New York Times.
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A RSS file is composed ofchannels that contain information on a feed anditems, each one con-
tains new data. Achannel can contains several tags astitle, descriptionandlink which are mandatory,
and lastBuildDate, language, category, language...which are optional. No precise type is defined for
these tags, just recommendations. Anitem contains only optional tags:title, link, pubDate, descrip-
tion, author, category, source, guid, comments and enclosure. This format has no official DTD, nor
XML-schema, nor namespace in order to make compatible all RSS versions (0.90 to 2.0). Moreover, we
can notice that most tags are optional. In matter of fact, RSScreators can do anything on items and it
makes difficulties to integrate several types of structuredinformation: no identifier, no date (or incorrect
format), XHTML in description (without saying), absolute or relative references (without notification)...
Then, RSS readers or aggregator must take into account all versions and all possible errors made by the
feed creator.

Below, you can see an example of a RSS file that contains one channel with two different items. We
can notice that between to items, we can have many differences: date, guid, link, pubDate.

<?xml version=’1.0’ encoding=’UTF-8’?>

<rss version="2.0">

<channel>

<title>My feed example</title>

<link >http://www.example.org</link >

<language>en</language>

<pubDate>Fri, 20 Jul 2008 13:36:10 GMT</pubDate>

<item>

<title>My first feed item</title>

<link >http://www.example.org/rss.html?item=1</link >

<description>This text describes the item, and give more information about the link’s content.</description>

<pubDate>2008-07-20 13:24:10</pubDate>

<guid isPermaLink="false" >http://www.example.org/rss/item1.xml</guid>

</item>

<item>

<title>My second feed item</title>

<link >./rss.html?item=2</link >

<description>This text can contain HTML tags.</description>

<pubDate>Fri, 20 Jul 2008 13:36:10 GMT</pubDate>

</item>

</channel>

</rss>

1.2 Atom

Atom[64] refers to twoW3C standards: an XML syndication format and theAtom Publication Format
(APP, see below). From 2003, the IETF has designed a new syndication format more usable for the
database community. By bringing more flexibility with XML-schema and interoperability with APP,
Atom became the main competitor of the RSS format.

The Atom XML format is far more precise than RSS 2.0. Needed tags (for the database commu-
nity) are mandatory, ambiguous information must be notified(references, XHTML, language, date...),
description is decomposed into a summary and a content, and anamespace has been designed for this
format. A comparison between RSS and Atom can be found in section 1.3.

Atom also refers to a publication protocol calledAPP. It defines the way how to modify Atom
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feeds as it was an XML database. It is often used for concurrently modifications and interoperability of
systems, mainly in huge news’ database. It extends the HTTP protocol with new operations in order to
interact with the storing system (consultation, add, remove, update, get). Using XML for data, you can
embed all types of data in your messages (RSS items, audio or video forpodcast, images...). In fact the
APP protocol says which type of data you want to store, and then you create an Atom item to link the
embedded file.

Below you can see an example of Atom feed, containing same information as the RSS example (saw
before):

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<feed xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom">

<title>My first feed</title>

<subtitle>An example of Atom web syndication document</subtitle>

<link href="http://example.org/"/>

<updated>2008-07-20T13:36:10Z</updated>

<author>

<name>Nicolas Travers</name>

<email>nicolas.travers@cnam.fr</email>

</author>

<id>http://example.org/</id>

<entry>

<title>My first feed item</title>

<link href="http://www.example.org/atom.html?item=1"/>

<id>http://www.example.org/atom/item1.xml</id>

<updated>2008-07-11T13:24:10Z</updated>

<summary>A summary of the given item that do not contains HTML tags.</summary>

</entry>

<entry>

<title>My second feed item</title>

<link href="http://www.example.org/atom.html?item=2"/>

<id>http://www.example.org/atom/item2.xml</id>

<updated>2008-07-20T13:36:10Z</updated>

<summary>A summary of the given item that do not contains HTML tags.</summary>

</entry>

</feed>

We can notice that Atom has an XML-schema that details exactly properties of each tag of the feed.
We can’t have different ways to analyse a feed’s item. Moreover, important tags are mandatory, like
identifier, title, date or description. It helps database community to store important information and
interacts with data over the web.

1.3 RSS vs Atom

Both RSS and Atom describe its feeds with a structured schemaand contain list of items. Each item
is composed itself of specific tags, describing information. Main differences can be seen on mandatory
elements and ways to structured information for applications. In fact, Atom contains more needed
elements for querying feeds into Database Stream Management Systems (DSMS), like identifiers, titles,
dates or authors. On the other hand, RSS is more simple and usable developers. We can list several
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differences between those two formats.
Some differences are based on type declaration like RSS items can contain text or HTML without

notifying, contrary to Atom in which we must declared explicitly the element’s content (text, HTML,
video, URL...). The description tag in RSS is a catch-all element, thus Atom proposes a summary and a
content that differentiate the content. RSS items refer to only one linked document, while Atom entries
can link one or more documents (i.e. produced by aggregatingitems);

RSS lacks of some important types (for applications purposes) like date(Atom gives a TimeZone
format - RFC 3339),language(Atom uses thexml:lang type), URI links (Atom specifies thexml-base
type for absolute or relative URI), unique identifiers (guid) are free (contrary to Atom withIRI which,
moreover, are mandatory).

Atom is an opened format, free for extensions due to itsXML-schemaand namespace1, and aMIME-
typehas been registered :application/atom+xml. Whereas RSS has a fixed format (copyright Harvard
University) but most RSS flows use there own tags to enrich information.

Atom is a more complete concept than RSS since it defines a protocol (APP) in order to update
collections of entries. Items are inserted into a collection (Atom Entry Document).

On the one hand, RSS is more widespread than Atom over the web due to its simplicity. On the
other hand Atom is a standard format of the W3C used by some famous companies (i.e. Google, IBM...).
Moreover,Podcasts(see below) that publish flows of multimedia files (music, videos) are mostly written
in the RSS format. To finish, the acronymRSShas been generalised by Medias forWeb Syndication.

Those reflections highlight differences between web developers and database communities. In fact,
one tries to emphasise web facilities with less constraint and no limitation to information. And the other
side tends to impose a way to produce information in order to store and find it easier. No format is best,
but each community found its interest.

1.4 Architectures and Technologies

Yahoo! Pipes [3] is a web application fromYahoo! that interacts with feeds by aggregating and
manipulating them. It lists best pipes and enables users to create their own pipes. This aggregator helps
web developers to manipulate feeds and integrate the resulting one to their own web site. Its graphical
interface seduces most users.

A Pipe is a sort of tree algebra composed of operations on feeds. Each operation takes and analyses
a RSS/Atom file to produce the required result set which is an feed file. The graphical interface lists all
operations. To create a pipe, you just drag-and-drop operations into the tree. To link operations, you just
have to join two boxes point-to-point. This user-friendly interface helps you to design your own Pipe.

We can list several types of operations:Sources(CSV, RSS/Atom, HTML, text, Google, Yahoo
search...),User inputs (values defined by the user),Operators (count, rename, union, web service...),
Url (builds an URL from a previous one, with user inputs),String (regex, replace, tokenizer, translate...),
Date (build or format),Location (world common addresses),Number (Arithmetic operations).

Those operators have filter and transformation properties.They change incoming feeds to produce
a new one on which you subscribevia an application.

Figure 1 illustrates a Pipe that searches the wordRSS(parameter box on the right) in the feed
http://example.com/feeds(URL-builder). The URL-builder box defines which feed to collect and how to
fetch it. Then, the feed is fetched from the given URL of the URL-builder. And finally the feed is sorted
by the pubDate item and outputted. The output can be seen interactively by selecting thePipe output.

Podcasting is a way to publish media and read new medias. A podcast is composed of a feed (RSS or
Atom) and several stored medias. When the podcaster has got anew media file (like audio), he send it

1Atom’s namespace : http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom
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Figure 1: Yahoo! Pipes example

on his server and create a new item in the feed pointing on the media file, with an URI. The reader reads
regularly the feed and detects new multimedia files threw newitems in the feed. Then it downloads the
media file and put it in the reader. So you can be informed of newsongs, news, images on your reader.

We can notice that APP describes exactly how you put a new media into the podcast server. In RSS,
you do your own way, but you must create a new RSS item linking the media.

Main podcast users read new music items into there mp3 readerover several artistic feeds. Then,
you can be informed about best musics of your favourite composer.

Widgets/Mushops are little applications that read a feed in order to change its showing content. Each
item is a new event in the application. For example, you can take a widget that shows the weather of
your city or country, the feed contains all information on the actual weather in your country. Then, the
widget changes with the feed and you can follow the weather inthe little application.

Some web sites propose to integrate widgets into your own website or on your desktop. You can see
several types of information on live time: weather, web news, podcast, calendar, images for screensaver...

1.5 Issues of Web Syndication

Web syndication with RSS and Atom brings much more application over the web. Those streams of
Web Syndication, so calledfeeds, become necessary to give a dynamic behaviour to web sites. This
new technology requires different information treatments. Thus, thosefeedshave small different aspects
than traditional data streams. In fact, Pull approach, updates variable frequency, textual information, web
links (pages or multimedia), and the specific data structuremake stream processing more complicated.

Most data streams management systems works on a push approach, data comes from sources and
are treated on the fly. In Web syndication, the system must check updates on sources and cannot loose
information since each item of the stream is important. But each source has an unpredictable update
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frequency. It depends on coming information, for example ablog web siteproduces information daily
andnews web siteseach minute can see more information, contrary to a trigger that can’t be predicted.
One goal is to approximate stream update frequency to be up-to-date and not overwhelm sources.

Amounts of data increase dramatically with Web Syndication. Contrary to standard Data Stream
Management Systems which store aggregates and significant information, all information from Web
Syndication is important. From RSS and Atom data structure,each item is necessary. Since the Web
produces a huge amount of information, streams processing must store efficiently all this information.

Moreover, RSS and Atom data structure bring new queries issues. In fact, XML query processing
with XQuery 1.0 cannot treat unlimited collections of documents. XQuery is set to evaluate finite collec-
tions and do not produce result sets for blocking operationson streams likelet or count. Finally, needed
treatments for Web Syndication are slightly different since we need to express groups of items (called
window queries), temporal expressions or events expressions. For this reasons, it is necessary to modify
query languages and systems to integrate stream processingfacilities.

Below, we will present those aspects brought by Web syndication requirements. Section 2 describes
data production, to see how RSS and Atom feeds are generated.Section 5 explains issues and techniques
of data storage on Web syndication. Then, section 3 shows datastream processing techniques over
relational and XML flows. And finally, we conclude and talk about perspective on Web Syndication.

2 Data production

We present in this section the different solutions for producing RSS/Atom feeds. First we introduce
some tools that help for feeds creation and allow to make themavalaible on the Web. Then we describe
some recent works dedicated to the aggregation of RSS feeds,that may become, in turn, new RSS feeds.
Finally we address the problem of feed generation. While Websyndication has appeared to be a good
solution to face with the exponential increase of information avalaible on the Web, there are still few sites
that offer RSS or Atom feeds. Consequently, only a small partof the information is actually exploited
by syndication. and the subscriber misses partially or totally data that may be in his area of interest.

2.1 RSS feed aggregation

Nowadays, RSS aggregators restrict their scope to crawl user-subscribed feeds and to present them to
the user grouped by site source. But as the amount of information increases, it can easily become
overwhelming to the user, so a number of approaches have beenproposed to improve this drawback. In
this section, we describe some of these approaches.

[45] proposes an RSS aggregator which performs a clusteringon the feed items set and presents
the result to the user in an hierarchical manner. Their system called RCS (for RSS Clusgator System)
crawls daily a list of predefined feeds and user-subscribed feeds, then the k-means algorithm is run on
this dataset to obtain the items clustering. Finally, a topic extraction is done on the resulting clustering
with the aim of to label the nodes on the hierarchical structure of items.

[63] proposes to enhance an RSS aggregator with user-definedontologies so that users can browse
the items from their subscribed feeds according to the concepts defined in their ontologies. They have
developed a tool called RSSOwl [59] which allows users to import their own OWL ontology and there-
fore to seek across the item set the ones related to their interest concepts.

[61] presents DanaÃ¯des, a practical application for continuous query evaluation over geographically
tagged RSS feeds compliant with the GeoRSS standard [2]. Their prototype consists of a crawler, a
query parser, which translates sql-like queries to execution plans, and of a query processing engine that
produces RSS results. Their query language allows to formulate similarity joins, and they make use of
some operator optimizations as hash joins.
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[55] presents a feed aggregation service in a distributed fashion that delivers personalized RSS feeds
to the users. Their system, COBRA (COntent-Based Rss Aggregator), consists of three kinds of nodes:
crawlers, filters and reflectors, which provide the personalized feeds to the users. Their main contribu-
tions seek to enhance the scalability of such systems, including a topology reorganization algorithm, an
optimized polling algorithm and a locality-aware crawler assignment.

2.2 RSS feed generation from (X)HTML pages

Some recent works stress the fact that despite the formidable quantity of information avalaible on the
Web, only a small part is prone to syndication. The subscriber that rely only on this information is con-
sequently likely to miss numerous events. To resolve this problem, several propositions were proposed
to generate RSS feeds from existing (X)HTML pages that originally do not offer syndication opportu-
nity. These works can be decomposed into two approaches: an automatic one, based on the discovery of
patterns, or a semi-automatic one, with a preprocessing work to insert some meta-tags.

Feed generation based on pattern discovery

Note that this approach, applied in several recent works [48, 69, 49, 70, 25], assume a list-oriented
information Web pages. When parsing a HTML page, several elements could generally be extracted
to constitute the RSS channel. So in theheadof an HTML document, the title of the page, delim-
ited by the tag<title> becomes the title of the RSS channel. Similarly, the contentbetween tags
<description>and<keywords> is the content of thedescriptionof the channel,<last-modified
is converted intopubDateand<content-language>of <charset> becomelanguageof the RSS
channel. While this information concerning the channel is quite easy to extract from the HTML docu-
ment, retrieving information for building the different items of the feed is much more tedious. Indeed,
even when assuming that a link, identified in HTML with the<a> tag, may correspond to an item whose
title could be extracted from thehref attribute of the<a> tag, not all the links inside a page correspond
to an item and/or are relevant with respect to the channel topic.

A first feature helpful for discarding information that should not be itemizedis the time or date,
since in news pages, an item is often published with the corresponding release time. Since the formats
for dates or times are simple and limited they could be identified inside the Web page to locate potential
items. In [69, 70] the authors take inventory around 20 different time patterns that cover all the times
and dates within the set of sites they visited. Once time patterns have been detected, a segmentation
of the Web page is performed. In [70, 25], the authors rely on aDOM representation of the page and
an XPath-based address of each node corresponding to a time-pattern to find sections and subsections
inside the page, and the content inside each. Then sections are turned into channels while subsections
become items. In [70] they also propose to mine repeated tag patterns, and to proceed similarly, since
they assume that all the information is not necessarly associated with a time pattern. In [49] the system
collect RSS feeds from the Web to build a language model of title expressions that are used to detect
or generated title, or possibly titles, corresponding to anindentified time pattern. Each title along time
becomes an RSS feed. [48] proposes to watch for bursts of a word inside blog pages, that is probably a
sign of a new of the appearance of a new topic.

Nowadays, exploiting similar approach, several products to generate RSS from HTML have been
released like RSS Wizard [60] or FeedFire [1].
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Inserting meta-tags for automatic generation

Another approach for producing RSS feeds from HTML documents consists in inserting meta-tags
inside Web pages. These meta-tags allow to quickly identifythe title, description, link,... of both chan-
nels and items. Once tagged, the documents must be checked, either periodically or based on a proba-
bility model, to produce easily asociated RSS feeds. In [9] for instance, the author presents theDynamo
architecture, where the user manually inserts 7 kind of XML meta-tags to HTML files before storing
them in a native-XML database. Thanks to XSLT transformation, Dynamoproduces RSS feeds from the
stored XML data. The RSS resources can access to a list of (collections of) resources, a RSS resources
identified by an index, or RSS resources that contain given keywords, in titles, links, description, etc.
In [16], the authors extends the previous work to cover dynamic HTML pages, especially in applications
where Web pages follow templates, like news forums. The authors propose to insert meta-tags directly
inside the templates in order to produce automatically tagged pages. then a periodical polling of the
different forums allows to collect information associatedto meta-tags and eventually to produce RSS
feeds.

3 Querying

Since RSS and Atom are considered as streams, we need to compare different stream processing tech-
niques. For years, data streams management systems processed relational data over events. Those types
of events are in push philosophy, but, to query RSS and Atom items threw times, we need to see those
techniques and adapt it to asynchronous systems. We presentin this section different query language in
Data Stream Management Systems (DSMS), and highlight main characteristics that could bring interests
in RSS/Atom processing.

3.1 Continuous Query Languages

In literature, many Continuous Query Languages [5][13][14][26][37][44][72] have been design in order
to process data flows in different manners. Most of them are based on relational algebra and SQL, and
brought specific goals on stream evaluation.

Window Queries
Window queries [26] are specific to continuous queries. Whena flow arrives, a window queries is a
sort of snapshot of its content at a time. On that snapshot, wecan then evaluate typical queries, mostly
aggregates or joins that could not be evaluated on streams. We can differentiate three types of window
queries :sliding, tumblingandlandmark. All three are defined by the way when windows are created.

• For sliding windows, you can have only one window at a time, itbegins with a start event and end
with an end event. The next window begins when the previous one finished. This type of window
is the most used in DSMS;

• For tumbling windows, you can have several windows, but onlyone window can begin at a time.
Then, when a start event arrives it opens a window and end withan end event. The second window
can be opened during the creation of the previous window;

• For landmark windows, there is no constraints for window creation. Several window are created
at a time, and may not be closed on same time. This solution needs much more memory than other
solutions, and more technical treatments.
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Relational Approach
The most famous one is CQL [5] that adds new algebraic operators on flows with queues between them.
It present a smart transformation from streams to relational and vice-versa. In fact, it is necessary to
introduce a notion of infinite relation different from relations for blocking operators (aggregate, joins,
etc.). Windows are used in CQL in order to transform a stream into a relation and process sequences.

Parallelism and Adaptability
An interesting DSMS isTelegraphCQ [13] which brings a noveladaptable system. This system is com-
posed of independent operators and a routing module. Operators are not linked together, but tuples that
must be treated knows in which operator it has to go. Then, theEddy routing module processes each
tuple within operators, dealing with priorities and adaptability of the whole evaluation system. This
solution allow the system to adapt itself among all tuples ithas to treat.

Negation expressions
SASE [72] is a particular event language that manages RFID events ((Radio Frequency Identification).
Those expressions can express many type of sequences. It brought a unique expression which can be
interesting to manage, the lack of event:negation. In fact, when the streams does not respond, it could be
an interesting information, and the we can express lack of events into a stream and generates a process.
Event expressions are analysed and produce algebraic treeswhere simple optimisation techniques are
done (level up predicates, begin with windows). Evaluatinga tree is done by processing a automaton on
sequences of items.

LinearRoad benchmark
A stream benchmark has been proposed to emphasises stream management systems. TheLinearRoad
benchmark [6] uses cars and roads events to generate streams. A DSMS must evaluate those streams
within five minutes to be relevant. Most of them are not appropriate to web syndication since data are
more rich, external data are like to be necessary and composition is mandatory.

3.2 Querying Semi-structured Streams

Since many studies have been done on relational streams, XMLstreams are more poor in this domain,
and are mainly based on relational techniques. We can find some solutions for simple patterns [28] [38],
and more complex patterns like XQuery like solutions [10][39][18].

XPath approach
In order to treats XML events (a small XML document with eventinformation), XPath does not prevent
stream evaluation, few solutions on the fly were proposed. The most common one is [28] that proposes
two algorithms LQ and EQ based on a Lazy Filtering and an EagerQuerying Algorithms. The path is
converted into a hash table where each bit is set when the appropriate predicate is verified. If all the
table is set to true, then given item verifies the query and is selected by the query.

XQuery approach
TheForSeq[10] proposed W3C to extend XQuery with window queries. A newclauseForSeq is used
to declared windows for infinite sequences, which is a new type for the model (i.e. int**). It takes into
account sliding, tumbling and landmark windows declaration. This language has been implemented into
theMXQuerysystem which now validates theLinearRoadbenchmark. It also proposes uses cases for
XML streams.
Although it is a good proposition for XML streams, in this model time is seen as data. So we can’t be
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sure that time based queries can be valid. In fact, items thatcould be late can’t be processed. Moreover,
since windows produce result set when the end predicate is verified, then, we can’t have a snapshot of
the window during its evaluation.

SAX approach
FluX [39][38] is a purely event-based queries. It rewrites XQueries into the event-based FluX language.
This algorithm uses order constraints from a DTD to scheduleevent handlers and to thus minimize the
amount of buffering required for evaluating a query. It takes a DTD to format SAX events and pre-
process evaluation of XML streams. Some optimization rulescan group items in order to project them
into a result set at the same time. The SAX parser has been extended intoXSAXthat takes into account
DTDs that would create automatons for XML files. This proposition is very useful for RSS and Atom
that has a fixed schema. This language lacks of expressivity for complex standard queries and continuous
queries.

NFA approach
YFilter [18] is an alternative approach which combines multiple queries into a singleNondeterministic
Finite Automaton(NFA). The use of a combined NFA reduces the number of states needed for sets of
user queries and greatly improves filtering performance by parallelizing evaluation. YFilter also extends
the NFA model to efficiently handle predicates within path expressions. Each query is decomposed into
states of operations, and a graph is composed (redundancy isprevented by reusing states). To process
an item, it must pass through the graph into a proper resulting state.

4 Achieving scalability

Most of the syndication applications support large numbersof subscriptions and sources. Consequently
considering each subscription on the server’s side, independently of the others for both query evaluation
and result dissemination would generate to a crushing processing activity and message number. The
application then fails to achieve scalability. Moreover, on the client’s side, the client may also be flooded
by thousands of items, even with a low number of subscriptions if the number of item sources is high.
In this section we consider solutions to make applications scalable. We mainly identify four famlies
of solutions: enhanced dissemination processing based on subscription indexing to decrease procesing
and communication costs for notifications, grouping subscriptions to improve evaluation costs, filtering
mechanism to prune and evaluate only a small subset of subscriptions and finally results ranking to allow
the client to consult only a subset of items that is the most pertinent with regards to the quality of the
sources, user’s opinion, etc.

For all these techniques we can consider centralized, partially-centralized or fully-distributed de-
ployement. The rationale for selecting one solution ratherthan another could be various, like for in-
stance:

• simplicity: centralized solutions are more simple to deploy, to manage, to secure, etc;

• scalability: when the number of data and/or subscriptions becomes too large, centralized systems
failed to store, to index and to quickly answer to queries;

• bottleneck: for centralized solutions, both subscriptions and items must be routed to a single
server;

• message latency/loss: distributed solutions generally required more messages than centralized
ones what increases the answer time, the risk of loosing messages, the bandwith occupation, etc.
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The aspects are well known and discussed in litterature. We choose to simply focus on the different
optimization techniques that allow to achieve scalabilitywithout considering the pros and cons of the
distribution.

4.1 Subscriptions indexing

In web-based publish/subscribe applications, servers must quickly face to a large number of subscrip-
tions. The naïve strategy that consists in evaluating each query independently from the other should be
consequently discarded for scalable applications. Here the context is slightly different from traditional
databases applications, where the number of data is much larger than the number of queries. Oppositely,
in pub/sub applications both number of data and subscriptions are large.

To guarantee an efficient evaluation process, the traditional solution consists in indexing subscrip-
tions and to use the index for each incoming item to determinethe notifications to produce. However
the context of web syndication is highly dynamic:

i) new subscriptions may join or quit the system,

ii) new items are continuously produced by sources.

Consequently the index structure must be also dynamic to support numerous insertions or deletions and
to efficiently retrieve the subscriptions concerned.

Inverted lists approaches

A first family of subscriptions indexes consists in invertedlists. Two models are commonly adopted
for subscriptions and items with inverted lists: the boolean model and the vector space model. For
the latter, if there existsn distinct words possible, both subscriptions and items are represented as a
n-dimensional vectorVs = (w1, w2, . . . , wn) where eachwi is the weight assigned to thei − th word
(generally this weight is computed based on atf/idf measure). For the former model data are simply
represented as a bit vectorVb = (b1, b2, . . . , bn) wherebi = 1 if the i − th word is present in the
subscription/item.

In their brute-force variant, inverted lists consist in maintaining a directoryD with all the words
extracted from subscriptions placed in a different cellD[i]. Each wordwi at D[i] is a key that is
associated to an inverted listLi that contains all the subscriptionssij that present this key word. When
a new item is received, we first extract the different wordsqk, 0 ≤ k < N from the item. For eachqk we
retrieve the corresponding inverted listLk, and the subscriptions that should be notified are subscriptions
in ∪0≤k<NLk The whole technique is depicted in Figure 2.

s1: amazonia, forest, clearing
s2: amazonia, river, indian
s3: forest, river, Europe
s4: amazonia, Europe, clearing

cleaning
river

forest
amazonia

Europe
indian

s1, s2, s4
s1, s3
s1, s4
s2, s3
s2
s3, s4

directory inverted lists

souscriptionsitem: cleaning, forest, amazonia

match
s1

Figure 2: Basic use of inverted lists in pub/sub
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The main problem with the brute-force technique is that we must test each word of every incoming
item, what can quickly turns to be a drastic time-consummanttask. Several variants have been proposed
to improve this basic solution. For instance in [73], for theboolean model, the authors propose to
manage two additional arrays, one to count the number of words of each subscription,and another to
keep count of the occurrences of the subscriptions retrieved with the inverted lists for the set of disctinct
words of the item. They also present the key methods where each subscription appears only once in the
set of inverted lists. The subscription is allocated to an inverted list by picking up either at random one
of its word, or based on the word frequency, choosing the wordwith the lowest frequency. The idea is
to limit the number of subscriptions associated with the more frequent words and thus the number of
subscriptions to examine for each item. Here we record for each subscription in an inverted list its words
that were not the directory entry. Then when we use an inverted list for any given word of the item, we
check one after the other all the corresponding subscriptions associated,i.e. we verify that their other
words also belong to the item. These techniques were adaptedfor vector space model in [74], the idea is
to rely on threshold values for each word. The approach proposed in [22] use tree index for the different
predicates in the subscriptions, and inverted lists for some of these predicates, clustering subscriptions
in each list based on their number of predicates. When an itemarrives, a bit vectors with a 1-value for
each of its predicates is created. Then the inverted lists determine the set of clusters possibly concerned
by the item. A matrix of elementary bit vectors representingeach subscription it contains is associated
to each cluster and allow to efficiently detect the subscriptions within the cluster that match the item.

Tree-based approaches
A second family of indexes for subscriptions are tree-basedapproach. Various tree structures have
already been proposed but they all basically consits in building a tree based on a partial order that relies
on containment of subscriptions.

s1: amazonia, clearing, forest
s2: amazonia, river, indian
s3: Europe, forest, river
s4: amazonia, clearing, Europe

souscriptions

forestclearing river

amazonia Europe

Europeforest indian river

s1 s4 s2 s3

Figure 3: Basic use of prefix tree in pub/sub

Figure 3 illustrates an example of a prefix tree built on a set of subscriptions. Note that these
techniques impose that:

i) the subscriptions have a fix structure like set of predicatesexpressed as triples(attribute, operator, value),
(attribute, value) (AWPS model [42]),(keyword,weight) (vector space model) or onlykeywords

(boolean model),. . ., and items have a corresponding structure for their atomic events;

ii) the attributes/keywords are ordered for subscriptions anditems;

The root of the tree corresponds to the empty prefix. Each noden is the root of a subtree that indexes
all the subscriptions that start with the sequence corresponding to the tree traversal untiln.
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When a new item is received, a tree traversal permits to determine the set of subscriptions that match
the item. We start with the root and read one atomic event after another. Then for each noden reached,
the item is forward to its children if the input event match the node predicate. At each node, if there are
some subscriptions that correspond, a matching notification is produced.

This approach is adopted for instance in [73, 50]. It allows to save place when the number of
subscriptions is large and to reduce the number of tests for each new item. Indeed the worst case
corresponds to an attempt with the longuest path,i.e. the longuest subscription, while the worst case
w.r.t. space is when there exist no common prefix for the subscriptions. what requires as much space as
a basic storage of all suscriptions.

[47] describes theBounding-based XML Filteringor BoXFilter. This technique consists in indexing
thePrüfer encodingof the different queries. The Prüfer encoding of a query is generated by iteratively
removing the left-most leaf of the tree and adding its label to the sequence. The basic idea for the
BoXFilter is somehow similar to the R-tree. It is structuredas a balanced tree, where each node has a
kind of bounding box determines by an upper and lower bounds for the set of Prüfer sequences this node
index. These bounds are built by keeping respectively the highest and lowest labels (alphabetical order)
at each position of the sequences. A subscription is inserted in the leaf that will have least enlargement.
The split difficulty consists in finding the best partition ofPrüfer sequences to minimize overlapping.

Other approaches are based on multi-dimensional indexing.they consider the subscriptions as multi-
dimensional points that are indexed, and the events are considered as multi-dimensional points or range
queries depending on the structure proposed. For instance in [12] the authors propose a structure to
efficiently index range subscriptions likex ≤ attribute ≤ y using a B-tree like structure in a P2P
context, with decentralized indexing/querying algorithms. The basic idea is to relax the stateful sub-
scriptions (i.e., those whose result can not be proceeded only with the incoming event, like query with
aggregation operators for instance) into stateless ones, and to map then each range subscription as a 2D
point (valmin, valmax). Then each peer contacted is interested by the new event and/or limit the space
that contains peers to contact. An extension named BA-tree is presented in [11] to efficiently retrieve
notifications for a set of subscriptions when the value differ from more than a given radius of a previous
notified value. A somehow similar solution is proposed in [66] to index subscriptions viewed as a 2D
points thanks to a UB-tree (basically a grid with Z-order) while events are considered as range queries.
[62] proposes to distribute subscriptions on a set of peers using Chord hashing strategy applied on a
single predicate of the subscription. There is a second level of indexing on each peer with hash table,
prefix tree or inverted list, depending on the predicate nature, on each subscription predicate. Other
approaches are based on R-tree like [8]. Here subscriptionsare considered as multi-dimensional points
in the space of the words, and these points are indexed with a R-tree.

4.2 Subscriptions factorization

Several approaches to reduce processing costs by evaluating simultaneouslyseveral queries may be
found in the litterature. They essentially differ one from another by the nature of the queries consid-
ered and by the way these queries are grouped for evaluation.We distinguish mainly two families of
subscriptions factorizing: proposals that aims at grouping subscription based on its whole definition and
those that try to factorize common parts of the subscriptions.

[46] is an example of the first family. They define the notion oftopic-cluster that are virtual topic
which group topics with similar set of subscribers. Consequently a topic may belong to several clusters.
One can subscribe to topics or to topic-clusters and when an event about a given topic is published, all
the topic-cluster concerned received the event. Potentially local filters allow to fit exactly to the user’s
interest. Since the context is highly dynamic, the set of subscriptions is constantly changing an so is the
topic-clusters architecture. The authors propose consequently a dynamic clustering strategy based on a
cost function that considers both maintenance and dissimination overheads. They place a topic into an
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existing cluster if the global cost decreases, noting that the higher publishing frequency of a topic is, the
higher number of subscribers to a cluster must be to benefit for from an insertion into a given cluster.
They also present conditions for merging two existing clusters. Basically we reduce the global cost by
merging two clusters that share many subscriptions.

Another kind of subscriptions factorizing is proposed in [31] for XML like documents where sub-
scriptions involve many documents and consequently joins.Oppositely to previous technique, only parts
of subscriptions are factorized in order to evaluate simultaneously several subscriptions in an efficient
way. Their rationale is First they tranform subscriptions into query tree patterns with join conditions.
These subscriptions are then grouped according to their join graph,i.e. the skeleton of the sub-tree from
the query that is involved in the join. For each join graph, called template in the paper, a table is created
where tuples are each subscription that presents this template. For each template is created a conjonctive
query that is evaluate on each incoming document. When a document satisfies this query, it is then
propagated to each tuple (query) of the template.

4.3 Filtering

Another commonly adopted way to achieve scalability for evaluation when the number of subscriptions
is very large is the filtering mechanism. While it is close in its principles to the indexing mechanism, its
goal is quite different. Filters are essentially used either to locally discard events that could not match
any subscription of a peer, or to decide if a given event should be forwarded to some other peers. So they
are mainly very important in a dissemination process based on broadcasting. Note that in some pub/sub
applications the role of queries and data is reversed since they consider that data are submitted and we
attempt to match data stored on peers. But both kind of applications are conceptually similar so we
discuss indifferently both of them. Another important requirement for filtering, what makes them also
conceptually different from indexes, is that the subscription set is supposed static. Filters may differ by
the way they consider incoming events (essentially XML documents) and especially how they manage
subscriptions: with Bloom filters, automata or graphes.

Bloom filters

Bloom filters are largely used in peer-to-peer context to decide whether a peer should test an event
with the subscriptions that it registered. A Bloom filter is essentially a bit-vectorυ of lengthm, as-
sociated ton independant hash functions,h1, . . . , hn that have a range between1 andm. Then con-
sidering in turn the elementei of a set of elementsE = {e1, . . . , er}, we set to1 each bit at position
hk(ei), 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Then to verify whether an elemente′ belongs toE we check if all the bits at position
hk(e

′), 1 ≤ k ≤ n are set to1 in υ. If one of the bits is set to0, we are sure that the event do not belong
to E without testing eachei. However Passing through the filter do not guarantee the belonging since
we may have a false positive.

11 1 1 10 0 0 0 0 0

m bits

Bloom filter for a set
of subscriptions

event e

set of hash functions
to build the Bloom filterh2(e) h3(e)h1(e)

Figure 4: Example of Bloom filter with 3 hash functions
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Figure 4 illustrates the principle of a Bloom filter, defined with three hash functions. The bit vector
is produced thanks to hash functions applied on elements (atomic condition of the subscriptions). Then
for an incoming event we check if all the positions in the bit vectors are1, what is not the case here, so
the event is discarded, no subscription my be interested by it.

[34] propose to store the different subscriptions in two data structures:bfposet to store the atomic
predicates of the subscriptions andbftree a tree structure to store a disjunction of conjunctions of
subscription predicates, both based on Bloom filters encoding. When an event (item) is received, each
atomic event (attribute,operator,value) is matched with the bfposet, and for those atomic events that
match allow to encode a corresponding Bloom filter for the whole event. This Bloom filter is passed to
thebftree that check if this Bloom filter satisfies a disjunction of conjunction of events corresponding
to a subscription. In [27] the authors consider XML path queries (subscriptions) as query strings, and
all the query strings of a user are represented by a Bloom filter. Different user’s Bloom filters are
recorded into a routing table on a peer. When a XML packet (small depth XML document) is received
the set of pathes it is composed of is mapped to a bit-vector that is compared with Bloom filters in the
routing table to determine the potential set of users the packet has to be forward to. [33] describes a
distributed Bloom filter technique for P2P where the Bloom filter that summerizes the XML data of a
peer is split into segments of similar length which are distributed on a DHT-network according to their
segment number. [40, 41] propose multi-level Bloom filters for a content-based routing strategy for path
query in a P2P system. The authors defineBreadth Bloom Filters(BBF) for a XML treeT of j level
as a set of simple Bloom filtersBBFi for each leveli < j of T , andDepth Bloom Filters(DBF) as
a set of simple Bloom filters, eachDBFk summerizing the set of pathes with lengthk in T . Taking
account the structure of the documents results in efficient processing of path queries. They investigate
hierarchical organization where peers are organized like atree, only tree roots are connected to the main
channel and each parent level has a merged Bloom filter for itschildren, and peer clustering based on
the similarity of their content with a Bloom filter that is a merge of all Bloom filters within the cluster. A
new query is received by a root (resp. cluster representant)node and a matching attempt is performed,
first with BBF0 (resp.DBF1) till BBFj (respDBFj). Note that each root (resp. representant) node
also stores the merged Bloom filter for all the other roots (resp. representant). If the matching with the
local merged Bloom filter is successful, the query is forwarded to the children (resp. cluster members)
while successful matches with someouterBloom filters leads to a query forwarding to these nodes.

Automaton-based filtering
XFilter [4] was proposed to deal with XPath queries on XML documents. each path expression is
considered as a Finite state Machine (FSM) similarly to example depicted in Figure 5.

2 3
b c

4Q1: /a/b/c 1

Q2: /b/c 1 2
b c

3

a

Q3: /b/*/c

2
ε

3 4
c

1
a

Q4: /a//c
*

2
*

3 41
b c

1
b

2Q5: /b

Figure 5: XFilter FSMs for a set of XPath queries

To face with the high number of queries to evaluate, the authors propose to reduce the number of
FSMs to be examined thanks to an index structure based on inverted lists. An entry in the query index
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is a name element, and for each entry, two lists are associated: theCandidateListand theWaitList that
contains query path nodes The example Figure 6 illustrates the query index for the FSM of Figure 5
after the elementb was read. Basically a state transition in the FSM corresponds to moving a query
path node from the WaitList to the CandidateList for all the queries that were in the CandidateList of the
corresponding element at the previous step.

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q5

Q1 Q4

Q1 Q3 Q4

a

b

c

CandidateList

WaitList

CandidateList

CandidateList

WaitList

WaitList

Figure 6: XFilter query index for queries of Figure 5

Partially based on this work, another approach for achieving high-performance in XML filtering is
YFilter [18, 19, 17]. Authors merge all the XFilter FSM for the different queries into a single Non-
Deterministic Finite Automata (NFA like) the one depicted in Figure 7.

Q1: /a/b/c
Q2: /b/c
Q3: /b/*/c
Q4: /a//c
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Q1

Q2

Q4
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Figure 7: YFilter NFA for a set of XPath queries

When a new XML document is received it is first parsed. Then foreach element a transition is
triggered. Since each query also presents some value-basedpredicates on its path, these predicates must
be checked during the processing. The authors propose two strategies:(i) inline processingwhere the
predicates of the different queries concern by the state reached are immediately checked, what implies
to store at each state the corresponding predicates and(ii) theselection postponewhere the predicates
of a given query are tested only when its accepting state is reached. YFilters are efficiently deployed in
several implementations [20, 21] to achieve internet-scale dissemination of XML messages.

Another approach consists in representing XPath queries asDeterministic Finite Automata (DFA) [30,
29]. Here again a single automaton is built for the set of queries. Since the number of states grows ex-
ponentially with thz number of queries, the authors proposea lazy DFA building, where the states are
added when needed during the processing. However to achievethis goal they need to store the NFA of
the different queries in a table. Moreover they speed up the XML documents processing by adding some
small binary extra-data in each document, called theStream Index (SIX), that allows to access XML data
more quickly.
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Graph-based filtering

Another technique used for filtering events is based on graphmatching. The idea is that both doc-
uments and subscriptions are represented by graphes and we apply techniques dedicated to pattern tree
in our context. The main difference is the assumption of a high number of subscriptions what implies to
present an efficient matching.

For instance inG-ToPSS[53, 52], each document is a set of triples (subject,property,object) that
could be represented as a directed labelled graph using RDF semantics. Similarly subscriptions are
represented as a pattern of directed labelled graph, with potentially variables for subject and/or object
node that can match any node and predicates like(?x, op, val) to mean that “?x op val”. Semantics is
also considered during matching thanks to the use of a taxonomy. All subscriptions are represented by a
single graph. The goal is to retrieve all subscriptions within this graph that match the document graph.
To achieve this, the authors build a hash table on couples of nodes, each entry refers another hash table
with all the edges between these two nodes (the key is the edgelabel). The linear matching algorithm
proceeds in two steps:(1) for each edge for the document we retrieve the edges of the subscriptions that
can match, then(2) we verify the bindings for the different variables and evaluate the constantes.

In [68], the authors introduce semantic Web technologies into pub/sub systems, namelyOPS, and
events must match subscriptions both semantically and syntactically. Events are converted into RDF
graphs and subscriptions are graph patterns. The authors propose two general subgraph isomorphism
algorithms for matching over overlapping graphs.

4.4 Ranking results

The feeds subscribed by the user might produce an important number of articles, whereas only a small
part of them might be relevant to the user. One aim of the aggergators is to present the user a ranked list
of articles, depending on their estimated relevance, that takes into consideration the user profile.

One simple solution for buiding a user prfile can be to describe it as a set of kewords he is interested
in (similarly to keywords in search engines) and to rank incoming articles by the frequency of those
keywords. In the Shoechicken system the user preferences are automatically learned from his behavior
(articles that are read, deleted or bookmarked) [32]. Each articles has an associated abstract represen-
tation as a list of representative keywords deduced from itstitle, summary or the body text. Similarly
to articles, the learned user model is represented by a vector, whose components corresponds to the
TF*IDF scores of terms. For an article, the score of a vector component is obtained as a combination
of the TF*IDF scores of that term in the body and the summary ofan article. The relevance score of
an article is obtained by computing the cosine similarity between the article vector and the user model
vector. Weights used in different relavance score computations are adjusted by interpreting the user
behavior (positive: the user reads the highly rated articles or negative: user deletes highly rated articles
without reading them).

In the NectaRSS [56, 57] system, the user preferences are also automatically acquired from the con-
tent of the news he has already read. User profile is also represented as weights of a set of terms, which
are computed at each user session as the frequency of these terms in the headlines and the summaires
of feeds read during that session. This session profile is further used to update the existing user profile.
Articles are ranked by computing comparing the characteristic vectors of their headlines with the one of
the profile.

Other criteria, such as their novelty, can be used for ranking news articles. For example, the
Newsjunkie system [23] detects the novelty of the infomation for each new story, based on the in-
formation that the user has already reviewed. The novelty-analysis algorithms models documents as
smoothed probability distributions over words and named entities (people, organization and geographi-
cal locations), or as vectors of tf*idf weights on the same space. Documents are organized into groups
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(documents on the same topic or produced by the same source).Articles are ranked by novelty-assessing
algorithms that start from a seed story of articles the user has already read. The amount of novel infor-
mation carried by some new article is predicted by comparingit with the seed story, by using several
metrics. Such document similarity metrics are based on probabilistic distribution of words (such as the
Kullback-Leiber or the Jensen-Shannon divergence) or compute the number of entities contained in the
new article that are not in the seed story. Breaking news are reported by comparing each earticle with
previous articles published in some given sliding window. Bursts of novelty correspond to bursts in the
graph that plots the distance between each article and the preceding window. At the beginning of the
burst, additional articles add new details causing the graph to rise.

Statistics on word occurences and on the waiting times in blogs and RSS feeds might help modelling
the spread of ideas and opinions, to analyze the developement of trends and to follow dynamic opinion
changes [43]. Empyrical analysis shows that the differences in word frequencies are very high (1−106),
since their frequency is correlated to their “popularity”.The word popularity is due to the popularity of
the context/topic to which they are associated (e.g words ontopic “music” are more frequent than words
associated with e.g “tuberculosis”). The paper analysse whether the word frenquency and the waiting
times are similar to the Poisson distributions that model independent events. Starting from the idea that
the statistical analysis might be affected by the heterogeneity of word frequencies, the first step of the
analysis is to build frequently-equivalent classes of words depending on the number of their occurrences
during the considered period. The analysis shows that the distributions deviate from the exponential and
that their shapes and deviations are the same for all words (words share the same statistical properties),
independently on their frequency classes. The dynamics of the words in RSS feeds are dominated by
bursts of activities followed by long periods in which the words do not appear, in the same way as the
usage of words in Internet traffic, email or web browsing. Rare events (words that occur on average less
that one time a day) have waiting times that are not similar tothe Poisson process, and the distribution
of waiting times do not depend on the class of words. Words occuring many times a day also have
deviations from the Poisson distribution, showing a high probability to observe extreme events. This
suggests that word usage is dominated by bursts of activities (maybe caused by a response to an external
triggering factors or due to active discutions between bloggers) followed by long periods of rest.

Blogs and RSS feeds can be used for public opinion gathering and marketing purposes, therefore it
is interesting to dispose of tools for automatically extracting significant topics. Several approaches have
been proposed to identify significant topics, that apply time series analysis and frequency statistics to
word/noun/phrase occurences. Topic Detection and Tracking identify significant terms (features) across
documents. [54] compares the efficiency of three existing methods of feature selection, to identifying
significant terms over a given period in an evolving RSS corpus and for computing the significance of
terms at a given date. The significant terms help to identify ignificant topics in RSS feeds. Feature
selection is generally used for identifying significant words in each document of a text collection, and
help to determine document categories based on their significant terms. χ2 seems to be the best to
determine term significance for RSS feeds.

[67] propose an automatic online algorithm that ranks topics extracted from news, and shows to
the user with high priority the topics that are both timely and important. The importance of a topic
is determined by the frequency and the recency of the reportson this topic by the media, but also the
attention of the users on this topic The basis for the topic ranking is the inconsistency between the media
focus and the user attention (gap between what the media provide and what the user views).

Information in blogs and its dynamics differ from traditional web content, sice some blog posts
generate additional posts leading to discussions [7]. Therefore, the search and the ranking methods in
this context must be consequently adapted. Blogscope is a system for the online analysis of temporally
ordered blogs, whose methods can be more generally applied to any temporally ordered streaming text
sources (news, mailing lists, forums). For some given querykeywords, the system returns blogs ranked
on their autority. The intuition of the blog authority is that important blogs are the one that are the first to
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report on news, and that will be therefore read by a large number of readers. In order to find these blogs,
the system first computes the query synopsis, by finding the most correlated words to the query in some
given time interval. These words “explain” the popularity of the query for those periods. The popularity
of the words is computed by analysing how often they were mentioned in the blog posts during some
interval. From the popularity curves, bursts in the popularity of keywords during the considered period
are detected. Blogs that are related to the bursts in the query synopsis are rabked based on their authority.
Authoritative blogs are temporally close to the occurence of the bursts (they gave rise of the burst in the
synopsis query set) and are the one that are most linked in theblogosphere.

5 Data storage

5.1 Freshness/cache

Although the continually increasing information level available on the internet is welcome for the evo-
lution of our society, such fast advancements also need an efficient way of exchanging information.

The bandwidth needed in a classical RSS distribution architecture in which all clients poll period-
ically a central server grows linearly with the number of subscribers. This centralized architecture can
not sustain the RSS growth process and a distributed approach is necessary.

By using a collaborative RSS distribution architecture, the use of clients’ network bandwidth can be
optimized and the load placed on publishing servers can be dramatically reduced.

Distributed RSS systems

An example of a news feed exchange system is FeedEx [35]. It forms a distribution overlay network
and its nodes not only fetch feed documents from the servers but also exchange them with neighbors.
This way a node having the role of a client also has the role of acache. This exchange allows nodes to
reduce the frequency of fetching documents from the serversand decrease the server load.

The system FeedTree [58] introduces the usage of a P2P overlay network to distribute RSS feed data
to subscribers. By using P2P event notification to distribute the feed items, peers share the bandwidth
costs, the load placed on the provider is dramatically reduced and updated content is delivered to clients
as soon as it is available.

An extension of the Atom technology that offers reliable data distribution and consistent data repli-
cation is presented in [36], where a symmetric feed replication architecture is proposed. The client acts
like a mirror of the original feed source. The communicationis done both ways, from publisher to the
consumers and from the consumers to the publisher, so that the publisher knows that the consumers have
received the data intended for them and is also able to measure the freshness of this data.

Freshness

The problem of RSS stream diffusion in a distributed architecture brings along the problem of syn-
chronization between publishers and subscribers. An example of a study made on refresh strategies is
introduced in [15]. The application presents the case of theweb crawlers that use different policies in or-
der to maintain the local data fresh when the data sources areupdated autonomously and independently.

There are different refresh mechanisms to achieve this goalthat depend on several dimensions of
the synchronization process. Thus, a subscriber may chooseto synchronize at different frequencies. If
it has several subscriptions to manage, it can decide to refresh them using different orders and it can use
different refresh frequencies for each of them, depending on the update frequencies of each publisher.
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5.2 Eliminating irrelevant and redundant information

With the constant increase in the number of sources, the usermay be quickly overwhelmed by new
feeds. However not all this information may be interesting for the user, either because some feeds do not
supply information relevant enough, or because some feeds present redundant information. We present
in this section the general two-steps approach adopt to filter out irrelevant and redundant information. It
consists first in defining a similarity measure for feeds, based on fuzzy-set IR models, and then to use
this measure to retrive feeds that should be discarded.

Determining correlation factors

Similarity measures between words/sentences/concepts within a set of documents have been largely
used in the information retrieval area. Most of the proposals [71, 24, 51] consider the fuzzy-set IR
model where an important requirement for defining a similarity measure is the specification of a corre-
lation factor between words. To determine how two given words are correlated, several approaches rely
on statistical analysis of the articles from Wikipedia. With more than 10 millions of articles (more than
2.3 millions in English) written by more than 75,000 authorson various topics, Wikipedia provides a
representative set of documents for stimating correlationbetween words. Each article is preprocessed
in order to remove stopwords and to stem remaining words. Stopwords are very frequent words like
articles, conjunctions, prepositions, numbers, non-alphabetic characteres, etc. Since they are generally
meaningless, they should not be taken into account when analyzing the informational content of a doc-
ument. The removal is performed by checking the presence of agiven word into a commonly used
stopwords hash table. Then the article is stemmed,i.e. we remove grammatical and conjugation endings
to keepnormalizedwords. Based on these remaining words, a correlation matrixis built where each
cell is the correlation factor that represents how a given word is linked to another. Tipically this factor is
estimated by the frequency the two words are found together in a document, the number of occurrences
they appear inside a document, and the distance (number of words) between them.

Finding similar feeds

After this preliminary preprocessed work, that do not require any knowledge about the feeds that
will be handled, we are now able to detect similar feeds. To compare two articles, the idea issued from
fuzzy-logic domain consists generally in comparing each word w1

i of the first article of the first feedf1,
with all the words from the second feedf2 and retrieving the associated correlation factors. We deduce
then a correlation betweenw1

i andf2 for instance through an weighted average of the obtained factors.
Then inttegrating all the set correlation values of words off1 with f2 we deduce a correlation betweenf1

andf2. One may argue that such an approach to define similarity between feeds is costly, but as shown
in [51], the small size of an RSS document (25 words on average) makes this approach suitable for this
case. Note that some works,e.g.[51], prefer to rely on a average of the correlation values between each
n-gram (sequence of 2-5 words, with better results for digrams or trigrams) off1 and all then-grams of
f2, rather than to compare single words.

Filtering out/finding similar feeds

Once the similarity between feeds has been defined, it can be used to retrieve feeds that present
information related to a given feed [71, 51]. It allows toautomaticallydetect documents that may be
possibly complementary to the ones a user is interested by, what avoids it to intensively mine among
thousands of feeds. Another application for the similaritymeasure is the junk feeds detection since once
a junk feed has been identified by the user, all the similar feeds can be discarded, limiting the spam for the
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user. Or a user may consider that when he has consulted an article, he won’t be interested by feeds that
provide similar articles since he consider the first feed provides enough information. Similarity can also
be used for classification purpose: clusters of feeds with high similarity values may be constituted what
permits the user to easily consult a set of feeds dedicated toa peculiar topic (inside the same cluster).
Clusterisation is also useful for filtering out redundant feeds. For instance in [24], a ranking is performed
inside each cluster of feeds, according to the similarity value of each document computedinside the
cluster itself. The lower similarity value, the less informative feedw.r.t. the cluster. Consequently,
the feeds with lower similarity values are discarded since they provide no (or few) additional relevant
information compare to other feeds of the cluster.

6 Conclusion
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